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There is much bouyancy around the salon business.
Gone are the days when there were salons in the lanes
of metropolitans, now the Tier I and Tier II cities are on
their way to making a mark in the salon business.
Courtesy a few brands like L’Oréal Professionnel, Wella
Professionals, Schwarzkopf Professional and FMCG
brands, there are visually delightful salons that offer great
service at competitive rates, in smaller towns and cities.
And what’s more, several personal care brands are adding a professional range to their product portfolio. A Ätting
salute to the growing dimensions of the industry.
Our cover story gives an insight into the budding salon
business. As per reports, there are more than 500 salons,
approximately, in Bangalore’s 100 Feet Road. Most of
them are doing well, are not threatened by competition
and are hopeful of the future.
The L’Oréal Professionnel Colour Trophy has been
a learning experience for all – the winners and the
salon owners. They have redeÄned a few trends that
have emerged and the lives of the winners after their
spectacular achievement.
There is an exclusive explosion of innovation in InÄnite
Texture – a collection presented by Vipul Chudasama,
a celebrity hairstylist in Mumbai.
In the Indian Stylist section, Sapna Bhavnani, does an
enviro-friendly volteface. From recycled hair pieces to
newspaper, metal wires and more, she has outdone
herself in this shoot with Salon India.
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The Show Review does a review of Cosmoprof Asia 2011
held in Hong Kong recently. Larger and better, here too,
the salon and beauty business is optimistic. All this and
more in this issue. Look forward to your feedback.
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WAHL, an Illinois-based brand, is all set
to revolutionize the ﬁeld of hairstyling with
the introduction of ProLithium Technology
Trimmers and Clippers.

“

We boast of a good clientele like b:blunt, Bangalore;
Looks and AfÄnity, Delhi: Psalm23, Christiaan Georgio
La-Femme in Ahmedabad.

The technology
The ProLithium technology introduced
by WAHL promises its users more
run-time, precision, durability and
increased productivity. The products
have an extended two years warranty.

“

ProLithium Ambassador
Durable and innovative, the gadget has a 90-minute
run time and needs 180 minutes of charging time.
Equipped with quick-detach chrome-plated blades,
it can be combined with a razor blade and texturizing blade (optional). Best for grooming.
Price range: `6,500.

”

Availability: Hairizon Trading, Bangalore; Angels
Enterprise, Chennai: Radiance Beauty Co, Delhi;
Zenat Slimming Systems, Gurgaon; K S Beauty
Centre, Hyderabad and Salonaire in Kolkata.

battery used is, indeed, its selling point since the battery
lasts for a longer duration. It is gives excellent results.

22

New launches Beauty salons and spas across the country

— Savio John Pereira, owner of the
Savio John Pereira’s Salon, Mumbai

— Rohit Sood, MD WAHL India
Grooming Products Pvt Ltd

ProLithium Beret
A lightweight professional cord, or cordless, trimmer,
the product is equipped with a high performance
motor that offers 75 minutes of continuous running,
when fully charged. The trimmer needs to be charged
fully to simplify hair cutting. Detachable chrome-plated
blades are ideal for close trimming and outlining.
Price range: `6,000.

The new Prolithium Technology Trimmers and Clippers

Snippets An almanac of news and updates on beauty and hair

”

and Savio John Pereira, Mumbai; AN John, Kolkata and

are wonderful and very handy to use. The Lithium

18

Photo courtesy: JJ Valaya

WAHL
The gen next device
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Exclusive Emerging trends from L’Oréal Professionnel Colour Trophy ‘11

28

Trends An inspiring look at the beauty and hair trends

32

Eco-friendly fashion

9LK\JLYL\ZLYLJ`JSL
“Be daring enough to go beyond imagination and give your hair an
‘eco-fashion’ look with recyclable material,” suggests Sapna Bhavnani,
the celebrity hairstylist with a no-nonsense attitude, as she conﬁdently
crafts the most innovative hair looks for Salon India.

Sapna Bhavnani
:HWUHxZTV[OLYZPTWS`SV]LKP[
^OLUL]LYZOLVMMLYLK[VJVTI
OLYOHPY:PUJLIPY[OHJVTIHUK
HWHPYVMZJPZZVYZOH]LILLUOLY
ILZ[MYPLUKZHUKJVTWHUPVUZ/LY
WHZZPVUMVYZJPZZVYZ^OL[OLYMVY
OHPYVYMHIYPJZ[HY[LKH[HUK
[OH[HSVULOHZIYV\NO[OLY[OPZMHY
:HWUH)OH]UHUP} [OLTHZ[LY
OHPYKYLZZLYOHZ[YHUZMVYTLK[OL
SVVRZVMWLYZVUHSP[PLZSPRL(PZO^HY`H
9HP)HJOJOHU.H\YP2OHU)PWHZOH
)HZ\4:+OVUP1VOU(IYHOHT
:\YLZO9HPUH=PYH[2VOSPHTVUN
V[OLYZ:OLV^UZHJOHPUVMZHSVUZ
PU4\TIHPJHSSLK4HK6>H[
:HWUHHSZVOHZHIVVR[VOLYJYLKP[
[P[SLK:[`SL6>H[
;YHPULKH[ZHSVUZHUKHJHKLTPLZ
Z\JOHZ1\PJLHUK=PKHS:HZZVVU
:HWUH[HRLZPUZWPYH[PVUMYVTT\ZPJ
WVSS\[PVUZ[YLL[NHYIHNLNLVTL[Y`
HUK[V`Z/LYWOPSVZVWO`PZwPM`V\
ZWLUKTVYL[OHUÄ]LTPU\[LZVU
`V\YOHPYL]LY`KH`NL[HQVIVYH
SPML^OPJOL]LYPZLHZPLYx:OLNVLZ
VU[VLSHIVYH[Ly 4`ZPNUH[\YLPZPU
[OL^H`T`OHPYJ\[ZNYV^V\[
0KVUx[OH]LHZPUNSLMLTHSLJSPLU[
^OVJVTLZIHJRILMVYLZP_TVU[OZ
HUK[OL`ZH`[OH[0ZOV\SKJOHYNL
[OLTKV\ISLHZT`J\[Z^LPNO
TVYL[OHU[OLPY^VY[Oz ZOLZH`Z

Interview Sally Brooks, Artistic Director and co-owner of Brooks + Brooks
salon, London and Rossano Ferretti talk about their journey; Wolfgang
Glaser Export Director, Jaguar, on his plans for the Indian market

/HPY!:HWUH)OH]UHUPHZZPZ[LK
I`7PHHUK;HU\ZOYLLH[
4HK6>V[4\TIHP
4HRL\W!4LNOUH)\[HUP
HZZPZ[LKI`:OPI\
7OV[VNYHWOLY!1V`+H[[H
:[`SPZ[!:HWUHH[4HK6>V[
HZZPZ[LKI`:OHUL3VULU
*SV[OLZ!:HWUHH[4HK6>V[
4VKLSZ!2LYLUH[;VHIO;HSLU[Z"
7HSSH]P+HZ,YPRH7HJRHYKHUK
7LYZPUH;LZPJH[(UPTH*YLH[P]L
4HUHNLTLU[
;L_[!0ZOH.HROHY
9PNO[4VKLS!7HSSH]P+HZ
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Eye on the market WAHL’s revolutionary trimmers and clippers
05;,9=0,>

International stylists A Åattering look at global style

Jamie and Sally Brooks
:[LHK`VU[OLOHPYZ[`SPUNTHW
by Aradhana V Bhatnagar

54

Style notes An innovative cut and color look created by Karan Dhupar,

S

Creative Director, Blonde & Bliss Salon, Noida
/HPYZ[`SPZ[ZPU[HUKLT} 1HTPLHUK
:HSS`)YVVRZ

56

Visual dynamics Check out the interiors of Jawed Habib Hair & Beauty
Salon, Kolkata

58

In Ärst person Tabassum Sheikh, Enrich Salon, Mumbai

62

Special focus Salon chain owners share their perspective

HSS`)YVVRZPZ[OL(Y[PZ[PJ
+PYLJ[VYHUKJVV^ULYVM
)YVVRZ)YVVRZZHSVUPU
3VUKVU^OPJOZOLVWLULKPU
HSVUN^P[OOLYI\ZPULZZ
WHY[ULY1HTPL)YVVRZ;OYLL
[PTLZ^PUULYVM[OL3VUKVU
/HPYKYLZZLYVM[OL@LHY(^HYK
[OLK\VPZHMVYJL[VYLJRVU^P[O
PU[OLÄLSKVMOHPYZ[`SPUN:HSS`
HUK1HTPLZOHYL[OLPYPUZPNO[Z
^P[O:HSVU0UKPH
(M[LYOH]PUN^VYRLKVU
JVUJLW[ZMVYKLZPNULYZSPRL
(SL_HUKLY4J8\LLU*OHSH`HU
HUKTVYL:HSS`PZVM[OL]PL^
[OH[HSSKLZPNULYZHYLJOHSSLUN
PUNHZ[OL`^HU[[OLOHPYZ[`SL[V
YLÅLJ[[OLJVSSLJ[PVUI\[UV[
[HRLH^H`MYVT[OLKLZPNU
y 0[xZHJHYLM\SWH[O`V\OH]L[V
[YLHK[VPU[LYWYL[[OLPYIYPLMHUK
Z[PSSTHRL`V\YV^UZ[H[LTLU[
^P[O[OLOHPYz (KKZ1HTPL
y >PUUPUN[OL3VUKVU/HPYKYLZZ
LYVM[OL@LHYMVY[OL[OPYK[PTL|
[OH[^HZHYLHSTVUZ[LYIL
JH\ZL^L»KKVULP[[OYPJLPUÄ]L
`LHYZ4VYLYLJLU[S`^LxYLYLHSS`
WYV\KVMKV\ISPUN[OLZPaLVM[OL
ZHSVUHM[LY[OYLL`LHYZ|I\`PUN
[OLZOVWUL_[KVVYz ,_JLYW[Z
MVY[OLPU[LY]PL^MVSSV^
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;OL`LHYVSK)YVVRZ)YVVRZ
ZHSVUVU3VUKVUxZMHTV\Z
:PJPSPHU(]LU\L

>OH[^HZ[OLPUZWPYH[PVU&
:HSS`!4`PUZWPYH[PVUJVTLZ
MYVTMHZOPVUTHNHaPULZ^VYSK
^PKL0HTHS^H`ZJOLJRPUNV\[
3VUKVUZ[YLL[ZHUKP[Z`V\[O
J\S[\YLMVYPUZWPYH[PVU0HT]LY`
S\JR`HZ0[YH]LSHSV[ZV0NL[
[VZLLHYHUNLVMJ\S[\YLZHUK
MHZOPVUZMYVTHYV\UK[OL^VYSK

>OLUKPK`V\YPU[LYLZ[PUOHPY
KLZPNUILNPU&
:HSS`!4LL[PUN;YL]VY:VYIPL
THKLTLYLHSPaL[OH[P[
^HZHWHZZPVUHUKUV[Q\Z[H
QVI|OLVWLULKT`L`LZ[V
[OLPUK\Z[Y`
>OH[^HZ`V\YIPNNLZ[IYLHRHZH
WYVMLZZPVUHSOHPYZ[`SPZ[&
6WLUPUN)YVVRZ)YVVRZ
ZHSVUPU5V]LTILY
>LOHKNYLH[QVIZ^VYRPUN
MVY;YL]VYI\[^LOHKV\YV^U
PKLHZVUOV^^L^HU[LK[V
KV[OPUNZ>OLU`V\MLLSSPRL
[OPZP[PZ[PTL[VZLLPMV\YV^U
PKLHZ^V\SK^VYR

/V^KPMMLYLU[VYZPTPSHYHYL`V\Y
OHPYZ[`SPUNZLUZPIPSP[PLZ&
(ZH^VYRPUNWHY[ULYZOPW0
HTNLULYHSS`YLZWVUZPISLMVY
JYLH[P]P[`JVUJLW[ZZOV^Z
HUKWOV[VNYHWOPJ^VYR1HTPL
^VYRZTVYLJSVZLS`^P[O[OL
JSPLU[ZTVKLSHUKTHRL\W
HNLUJPLZ>L^VYRPU[HUKLT
\ZPUNV\YILZ[PUKP]PK\HSZRPSSZ
[VNL[[OLWLYMLJ[YLZ\S[^P[OV\[
KV\ISPUN\W6\YZ[`SLVM
OHPYKYLZZPUNPZZVM[JVU[LTWV
YHY`HUK^LHYHISL|^LKLZPNU
OHPY[VZ\P[WLYZVUHSP[PLZ

;V^OH[KV`V\H[[YPI\[L`V\Y
Z\JJLZZPUILPUN[OL^PUULYZVM
[OLWYLZ[PNPV\ZH^HYK[OLw3VUKVU
/HPYKYLZZLYVM[OL@LHYx&
/HYK^VYRHUKWHZZPVUMVY[OL
PUK\Z[Y`|[VHS^H`ZMVSSV^`V\Y
N\[PUZ[PUJ[[OLHIPSP[`[V^VYR
HZH[LHTHUKLUZ\YPUN[OH[
^OH[`V\KVPZ[OLILZ[

>OH[HYL[OLJYP[PJHSWVPU[ZVM
ZHSVUTHUHNLTLU[&
;VNL[[OLYPNO[ISLUKVM
WYVMLZZPVUHSZVU`V\Y[LHT
P[»ZPTWVY[HU[[VÄUKV\[^OH[
PUKP]PK\HSZ^HU[[VHJOPL]LHUK
^OH[KYP]LZ[OLT;OLYLPZUV
WVPU[OH]PUN[VVTHU`WLVWSL
^HU[PUN[OLZHTL[OPUN@V\
ULLKHTP_VMWLVWSL^P[OKPM
MLYLU[HTIP[PVUZ-VYL_HTWSL
`V\ULLKNYLH[ZHSVU^VYRLYZ
^OVHZWPYL[VILZLUPVYZ[`SPZ[Z
Q\Z[HZT\JOHZNYLH[OHPYKYLZZ
LYZ^OV^HU[[VILJVTL[LHJO
LYZVY[HRLVUH[V[HSS`JYLH[P]L
YVSL,]LY`VULPZVU[OLPYV^U
QV\YUL`HUKV\YQVIHZIVZZLZ
PZ[VKLSP]LY^OH[^LWYVTPZLK
[OLT^OLU[OL`QVPULK\Z

/V^PZP[^VYRPUN^P[O1HTPL&
1HTPLOHZHOLHY[VMNVSKHUK
^V\SKKVHU`[OPUNMVYHU`VUL
/LMLLSZWHZZPVUH[LS`MVYOPZ
^VYRHUK^PSSKVHU`[OPUNMVY
[OL[LHTHUK[OLJVTWHU`

/V^KV`V\RLLWH[LHTVMWYVMLZ
ZPVUHSZ^VYRPUN^P[O`V\OHWW`
HUKPU[LYLZ[LKPU[OLPYQVIZ&
;OL[YPJRPZ[VNL[[OL[LHT
^VYRPUN^P[OWVZP[P]LUV[ULNH
[P]LJVTWL[P[P]LULZZ^OPJOPZ

@V\YWYVMLZZPVUHSLK\JH[PVU
:HSS`!0^VYRLKHZHUHWWYLU[PJL
H[[OL;YL]VY:VYIPL:HSVUPU
3VUKVUHUKL]LU[\HSS`TV]LK
\W[VILJVTL0U[LYUH[PVUHS(Y[
+PYLJ[VYHUK1HTPL[OL:LUPVY
(Y[PZ[PJ+PYLJ[VY

^OLYLHZTHY[I\ZPULZZTPUK
JVTLZPU[VWSH`^OLU`V\HYL
LTWSV`PUNUL^Z[HMM@V\Y
JYLH[P]P[`HUK^OH[`V\KVPZ
^OH[H[[YHJ[ZZ[HMM[V`V\PU[OL
ÄYZ[WSHJL(UKP[H[[YHJ[ZH
JLY[HPU[`WLVMZ[HMMO\UNY`[V
ILIL[[LYHUKTVYLZ\JJLZZ
M\S;OPZPU[\YUNP]LZ[OL[LHT
TLTILYZ^OVHYLJVTWL[P[P]L
IV[OJYLH[P]LS`HUKVU[OL
ZHSVUÅVVYPTWL[\Z[VILIL[[LY
>OH[HYL[OLOV[OHPYZ[`SLZ[VKH`&
/V^KV`V\ISLUKJSHZZPJJ\[Z
^P[OTVKLYUHUKJVU[LTWVYHY`
Z[`SLZ&-H]VYP[LZ[`SPUNWYVK\J[Z&
;VKH`xZ^VTHU^HU[ZLHZ`
^LHYHISLOHPY[OH[ZOLKVLZUx[
OH]L[V^VYY`HIV\[`L[P[
ZOV\SKILNSHTV\YV\Z=PU[HNL
Z[`SLZHYLTHRPUNHJVTLIHJR
.PYSZ^HU[[VILNYVVTLKMVYH
KH[LKPUULYVYHUPNO[^P[O[OL
NPYSZ=PJ[VY`YVSSZTPUPIV\MMHU[
HUKZ^PUNPUNOHPY\WZNP]LHNPYS
HMLLSPUNVMLSLNHUJLHUKZ[`SL
(SSJ\[ZHYLIHZLKVUJSHZZPJ
SPULZ0[PZ[OL^H``V\HKQ\Z[
[OLSPULHUKOV^`V\PUJVYWV
YH[LSP[[SLw[^PZ[Zx[OH[NP]L
HJVU[LTWVYHY`LKNL
0OH]LHI\UJOVMMH]VYP[L
WYVK\J[Z|+\Z[P[I`:JO^HY
aRVWMMVYP[ZPUUV]H[PVU,SUL[[
OHPYZWYH`HUK2ÏYHZ[HZLIL
JH\ZL[OLWYVK\J[ZYLHSS`^VYR
/V^KV`V\RLLWHIYLHZ[^P[O[OL
[YLUKZPU[OLÄLSK&
4`[LHTPZHS^H`ZPU]VS]LK
PUMHZOPVU^LLRZ} ^LHYL

JVUZ[HU[S`RLLWPUN\W[VKH[L
^P[O^OH[PZV\[[OLYL;OL[LHT
PZ`V\UNHUKHTIP[PV\ZHUK
OH]LHJVTWSL[LS`KPMMLYLU[[HZ[L
PUUPNO[ZV\[HUKT\ZPJZV0Q\Z[
ULLK[VOH]LHILLY^P[O[OLT
[V\UKLYZ[HUK^OH[PZOHWWLU
PUN\UKLYNYV\UK

wKLNYLLxHWWYVHJO[VOHPY
J\[[PUNHUKJVSVYPUN[HRPUNPU[V
HJJV\U[L]LY`HZWLJ[VM
HWLYZVUxZMHJLOHPYSPMLZ[`SL
HUKJOHYHJ[LY

;OLN\Y\VM[OLOHPYKYLZZPUN
PUK\Z[Y`&
;OLWLVWSL0HKTPYLPU[OL
PUK\Z[Y`[VKH`HYL,\NLUL
:V\SPLTHU|[OLNLUP\Z
(UNLSV:LTPUHYHMVYOPZ]PZPVU
(U[VPUL[[L)LLUKLYZMVYOLY
HTHaPUN^H`VMTP_PUNJYLH[P]P[`
^P[OI\ZPULZZ(RPUMVYOPZ
UH[\YHSÅHPYKYP]LHUKWHZZPVU
MVYOPZ[LHT0Z[PSSHKTPYL
;YL]VY:VYIPLHUK(U[OVU`
4HZJVSV|[OLPY^VYRPZHU
PUZWPYH[PVU[VTL

>OH[PZUL_[&
4VYLH^HYK^PUZ
>OVPZ[OLYPZPUNZ[HY&
;VVJSVZL[VJHSS
>OH[HYL`V\Y]PL^ZVU[OLOHPY
HUKILH\[`PUK\Z[Y`PU[OLLTLYN
PUNTHYRL[ZZ\JOHZ0UKPH&
/HPYKYLZZPUNPU0UKPHOHZ
TV]LKMVY^HYKPUYLJLU[`LHYZ
4HU`0UKPHUOHPYKYLZZLYZ[YH]LS
^VYSK^PKLMVYLK\JH[PVUHUK
PUZWPYH[PVUHUKZL]LYHSTHQVY
THU\MHJ[\YLYZPU[OLPU[LYUH[PVUHS
THYRL[HYLYLJVNUPaPUN[OH[[OPZ
PZHIPNHUKNYV^PUNVWWVY[\UP[`

:H[PUL*VSSLJ[PVU
I`)YVVRZHUK
)YVVRZ

/V^HYLVYNHUPJOHPYWYVK\J[Z
KPMMLYLU[&*HU`V\UHTLHML^
`V\\ZL&
>L\ZL056(MYVT3x6YÏHS
^OPJOOHZILLUMVYT\SH[LK[V
ILHZUH[\YHSHZWVZZPISL

(U`HK]PJLMVYUL^JVTLYZ
PU[OLÄLSK&
3LHYU`V\Y[YHKL^LSSHZ`V\
UL]LYZ[VWSLHYUPUN,_WLYPTLU[
PUHSS[OLKPMMLYLU[HYLHZVM[OL
PUK\Z[Y`HZZPZ[VUHZTHU`
[OPUNZHZWVZZPISL^H[JOV[OLYZ
^VYRHUKH[[LUKZLTPUHYZ

>OH[PZ`V\Y<:7&
(ILZWVRLOHPYKYLZZPUNIV\
[PX\LV\YWOPSVZVWO`PZZPTWSL!
^LZWLJPHSPaLPUMYLZO]LYZH[PSL
Z[`SLZ[OH[HYLLHZ`[VTHUHNL
IL[^LLU]PZP[ZHUK^OPJOHYL
[HPSVYTHKL[V[OLPUKP]PK\HS
6\Y[LHTVMOPNOS`[YHPULK
Z[`SPZ[ZZOHYLHWHZZPVUMVY
OHPYKYLZZPUNHUKHJVTTP[TLU[
[VL_JLSSLUJL>LVWLYH[LVUH

(U`TLZZHNLMVY[OLT&
5L]LYZOV\[[VVSV\K@V\Y^VYR
^PSSILOLHYK^OLUP[PZYLHK`[V
ILOLHYKQ\Z[RLLWNVPUNHUK
UL]LYNP]L\W
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The creative gateway!
/HPY^HYYPVYxZ[YLUKMVYLJHZ[

;OPZLKP[PVU^HZHSSHIV\[ULH[HUKJSLHUSVVRI\[
^P[OHTLZZ`LMMLJ["NVSKOPNOSPNO[ZHUKZOVY[OHPY
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Indian hairstylist Sapna Bhavnani, the celebrity hairstylist explores the
world of wearable art with her eco-friendly creations
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EXCLUSIVE

The creative gateway!
Hair warrior’s trend forecast
by Isha Gakhar

Dubbed as the Oscars of the hairdressing industry, L’Oréal Professionnel
Colour Trophy ‘11, predicted a myriad of trends that can be incorporated
in your style book. The hair brigade experimented with a variety of styles
such as fringes, bobs, curls, etc.
Salon India goes behind the scenes and gets the picture of the winners
on their experience, culminated trends and inspiration.

“

This is a dream come true! We are based in
Rourkela, where fashion is not that big, therefore,
winning the Colour Trophy was an achievement.
We also got a chance to meet the L’Oréal Professionnel Dream Team and the world’s most renowned
hairdressers like Jo Hansford and Michel Claire.
I will describe my look as a Classic Bob and people
generally use blond, copper and red, but rather
I thought to be distinctively different and give an
ash reÅect to the style.

”

- Deepak Sain, Rajasthan Salon, (Second Runner Up,
L’Oréal Professionnel Colour Trophy Category

“

Fringes were prevalent this time. Many of them
attempted short haircuts and also spotted were
curls. The competition was about the autumn/winter styles, so most of the hairdressers used warm
tones of browns, coppers and reds. I created
a look that was youthful and vibrant, using subtle
red and shades of global color. After being honored
with this title, I have become more conÄdent and
want to germinate in this profession, hereafter.

”

- Kabita Puri, AN John Salon, Winner Female Styilist,
L’Oréal Professionnel New Generation Category

Leena Shoor, Marketing Manager,
L’Oréal Professionnel shares the
following pointers:
Shortlisting the jury: For the judges,
we gather prominent names from the
industry and the names are shortlisted
keeping in mind industry icons, who
are respected and are currently on the
top of their respective professions.
This helps us get a holistic perspective
from the industry’s point of view as to
what they feel represents the trend in
the market.
Special product launches for the competition: INOA was used extensively by
the hairdressers this time. Though we
didn’t launch anything speciÄcally for
the Colour Trophy, the entire L’Oréal
Professionnel catalogue was available
for the hairdressers to work from.
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ITVA in New York
Capturing the hairdresser’s imagination

Inspiring creations of the hairdressers

The Wella Professionals
International Trend Vision Award
(ITVA) ‘11 was announced on
October 30, in New York. The
85 Änalists from 49 countries
assembled to compete for the
Young Talent and Color Awards.
Jake Unger from Hob salons
(Great Britain) won the Young
Talent Gold Award, and DeLiang
Wu from Di Qiu Cun Salon
(China) was honored with
the Gold Award for Color.
Highlights: The day kicked off
by revealing the 2012
Wella Professionals´ Trend
Vision trends, created by
Global Creative Directors Josh
Wood and Eugene Souleiman.
The creative interpretations
for Trend Vision 2012 were
showcased by four teams:

Grace: Darren Ambrose and
the D & J Ambrose team
Blaze: Christopher and Sonya
Dove, Paul Nasrallah and
Omar Antonio
Roxy: Dmitry Vinokurov and
Alexey Ladnov
Celeste: Sassoon team led
by Mark Hayes.
The winners were selected by
a panel of judges, comprising
of some of the world’s most
respected industry experts.
Eugene Souleiman, says, “When
judging the competitors, I’m
looking to be inspired, and the
interpretations we’ve seen today
have done just that.” He further
adds, “This year was particularly
difÄcult for us to judge because
the standard was so high, the
bar keeps rising every year.”

Photo: Wella Professionals, ITVA 2011

Winner list

Trends.indd 28

Young Talent Award Winners
Bronze Young Talent: Finland,
Bang By Ara
Stylist: Mikko-Matias Räsänen
Model: Irina Kesälä
Silver Young Talent: Germany,
Friseure aus Leidenschaft
Stylist: Nadine Pfeiffer
Model: Mara Fettel
Gold Young Talent: Great
Britain, Hob Salons
Stylist: Jake Unger
Model: Elle Mayne

Color Award Winners
Bronze Color: Taiwan,
HC Hair Culture
Stylist: Chia-Wie Hung
Model: Hsu-Wei Huang
Silver Color: Romania,
Ayo Salon
Stylist: Alina Iulia Calin
Model: Andra Maria Musat
Gold Color: China,
Di Qiu Cun
Stylist: DeLiang Wu
Model: DanDan Li

The People’s Choice
Award Winners
People’s Choice Young Talent:
Great Britain, Hob Salons
Stylist: Jake Unger
Model: Elle Mayne
People’s Choice Color: Canada,
Salon Shyne
Stylist: Antonio Quintieri
Model: Courtney Murias Berg
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EYE ON THE MARKET

Product
of
the month

WAHL

Photo courtesy: JJ Valaya

The gen next device
by Shikha Swaroop

WAHL, an Illinois-based brand, is all set
to revolutionize the ﬁeld of hairstyling with
the introduction of ProLithium Technology
Trimmers and Clippers.

“

We boast of a good clientele like b:blunt, Bangalore;
Looks and AfÄnity, Delhi: Psalm23, Christiaan Georgio

”

and Savio John Pereira, Mumbai; AN John, Kolkata and
La-Femme in Ahmedabad.

ProLithium Beret
A lightweight professional cord, or cordless, trimmer,
the product is equipped with a high performance
motor that offers 75 minutes of continuous running,
when fully charged. The trimmer needs to be charged
fully to simplify hair cutting. Detachable chrome-plated
blades are ideal for close trimming and outlining.
Price range: `6,000.

The technology
The ProLithium technology introduced
by WAHL promises its users more
run-time, precision, durability and
increased productivity. The products
have an extended two years warranty.

“

The new Prolithium Technology Trimmers and Clippers

are wonderful and very handy to use. The Lithium

”

battery used is, indeed, its selling point since the battery
lasts for a longer duration. It gives excellent results.
— Savio John Pereira, owner of the
Savio John Pereira’s Salon, Mumbai

product of the month.indd 42

— Rohit Sood, MD WAHL India
Grooming Products Pvt Ltd

ProLithium Ambassador
Durable and innovative, the gadget has a 90-minute
run time and needs 180 minutes of charging time.
Equipped with quick-detach chrome-plated blades,
it can be combined with a razor blade and texturizing blade (optional). Best for grooming.
Price range: `6,500.
Availability: Hairizon Trading, Bangalore; Angels
Enterprise, Chennai; Radiance Beauty Co, Delhi;
Zenat Slimming Systems, Gurgaon; K S Beauty
Centre, Hyderabad and Salonaire in Kolkata.
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Visual dynamics

Modernity at its best
by Vasantasena Biswas

The Jawed Habib
Hair & Beauty
Salon in Kolkata
is esthetically done,
with separate
areas for adults and
children. No surprise
it is one of the most
sought-after salons
in West Bengal.

Salon: Jawed Habib Hair & Beauty Salon
City: Kolkata
Owner: Kohinoor Mandal and Reema Mondal
Size: 1,500 square feet
Budget: `30 lakhs
Time taken to complete construction: Two months
Brief description: This is a premium salon that offers an inviting range of hair and beauty services. Apart from the routine
beauty and grooming sections, the salon has a dedicated
child zone and wet zone for foot and hand spa, pedicure
and manicure. It also offers a wide range of spa treatments,
the prominent ones being the chocolate foot and hand spa.
The interior are luxurious, sleek and have an international
feel. The off-white Åooring, soft LED lighting, neat cabinets
have been offset by adding bright red and black chairs at
each styling station with matching wallpaper giving the place
a clutter-free, sleek and edgy look.
Owner-cum-architect’s comment: “This is the biggest
Jawed Habib Salon in the city. It is spacious and its
facilities are uber modern.”
Growth plans: At present, Jawed Habib has 15 salons in
Kolkata and 21 in West Bengal. The company is always
on the lookout to increase the salon’s presence in the city
and the state.
Products used: Wella Professionals, L’Oréal Professionnel
Light brand: Philips
Flooring: Off-white vitriÄed tiles
Email: kohinoor.mandal@gmail.com
Tasteful interiors add to the
overall experience

Visual dynamics.indd 56
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Hair transplantation
The progressive technology
anish, 28, an MBA
visited a hair transplant
clinic recently as he is getting
married soon and thinks he
should go in for hair transplantation now. Not an uncommon
scenario as hair transplants are
effective for baldness.
While the FDA approved
medications, viz., Minoxidil and
Finasteride, may not always
work (besides having adverse
effects), celebrities around the
world vouch for the dramatic
results of hair transplants. The
technologies can be divided
into two broad categories —
Follicular Unit Hair Transplantation (FUHT) and Follicular Unit
Separation Extraction (FUSE).

M

Dr Arvind Poswal, Trichologist

The process
FUHT involves Ärst taking a
hair bearing strip of scalp from
the permanent donor area
which is on the sides and back
of the head. The individual hair
follicular units are then separated from the strip and transplanted in the bald area(s). The
scalp is then sutured using
absorbent sutures. However,
the stitchless version of hair
transplants called FUSE and
FUE, an older verson, is better.

The FUHT and
FUSE methods
are fast gaining
popularity in cities
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The FUSE method is laborious as it may need three to
four consecutive days, but it
compensates by being less
invasive and by not needing sutures. The technique
of placement of hair grafts in
recipient area is the same in
both FUHT and FUSE. The
dissected hair grafts are
transplanted by sliding them

gently into tiny needle slits
made in the bald area of the
scalp. The process of extracting as well as transplanting the
hair roots is performed after
administering local anesthesia.
Post treatment care
After all the hair roots have
been transplanted, the area
is bandaged and the patient
can go back home. Only the
next morning is the bandage
removed. The transplanted
grafts need to be handled
gently for the Ärst six to seven
days. Within this time, healing
takes place and the transplanted hair roots become a part
of the previously bald scalp.
During this time, the patient
can wash his scalp gently and
perform day-to-day activities.
If performed correctly, modern
hair transplants are a safe and
permanent solution to combat
hair loss.

Fact Äle
There are about 700 to
800 patients annually who
opt for hair transplants.
In India, 35 to 45 percent
of men go bald by the age
of 45 years. Hence, the
procedure is commonly
used by those in the age
group of 26 to 40 years.
The cost of getting a hair
transplant is between `1
to `4 lakhs. A popular
alternative therapy is the
use of Keratene (sitosterol).

By Dr (ex-Capt.) Arvind Poswal, President,
Society of Hair Transplant Surgeons, Delhi
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Namrata Soni
Work speaks for itself
by Nivedita Jayaram Pawar

The young and talented
make-up artist, Namrata Soni,
has woven her art on various
actors and models such as,
Sonam Kapoor, Indrani Das
Gupta, Shah Rukh Khan
and more

How did you get started?
A summer job at a friend’s salon
got me keen on make-up and
hairstyling. And here I am!
How has the journey been? Any
road blocks?
This profession did not have too
many followers several years ago
so, I didn’t know where I could
go for training. I saved and went
abroad to study. Mostly there
were only male make-up artists
and only the established ones
were getting work.
Lessons learnt along the way?
Your work speaks for itself; be
truthful and maintain the privacy
of your client.
Worked on/ with?
There are several — Salman
Khan, Serena Williams, Malaika
Arora Khan, Preity Zinta, Bipasha
Basu, Arjun Rampal and others.
Evolution of make-up and hair
techniques? Breakthroughs?
Techniques have evolved drastically over the past few decades.

From grease paint foundations
to liquid, cream and tinted foundations, there have been a lot of
developments. From our actors
looking like painted mannequins,
we are now using quality products to enhance their natural
beauty. Airbrush make-up and
tinted moisturizers allow us to
give the actors a Åawless skin.
Hair extensions and ammoniafree hair color allow them to take
on multiple looks without the fear
of their hair being damaged.

The guru in the Äeld of make-up?
Kevyn Aucoin, Scott Barnes
and Bobbi Brown; Marvie Beck
and Clint Fernandes in India.
What’s the one make-up mistake
that most people make?
Applying the wrong shade of
foundation to make themselves
look a shade lighter.

Rapid Äre with Namrata
What are the make-up products
that have revolutionized the way
artists’ work?
Airbrush make-up, cream and
liquid foundations from Bobbi
Brown, Chanel, NARS are
fantastic, quality make-up
brushes, skincare ranges of
Shiseido, Dermalogica, Clarins
and La Prairie are a boon.
One make-up brand you swear by?
There is never any one brand,
but I love Bobbi Brown,
Chanel, NARS, shu uemura
and Lancôme.

The best face you have worked
on: Sonam Kapoor and Malaika
Arora Khan.
A beauty secret: Moisturize and
apply sunscreen on your face
even if you are sitting at home.
Your icon: My mother
Whats in: Beautifully lined eyes
What’s out: Dark liner around
the lipstick
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CELEB STYLE

Katrina Kaif
Beauteous and sublime
by Isha Gakhar

Photo: Fotocorp

What hair and beauty products
do you use?
I like Pantene shampoo and
Pantene’s 3 Minute miracle
serum. It works well for me.
Kiehl’s leave-in hair conditioner
is also quite effective. A good
moisturizer and night cream
by La Prairie is a must.
Also, Veet waxing strips are
another one of my favorites,
as they are handy, consumerfriendly and can be used
anywhere and anytime.

Photo: Randeep Singh Pundir

How important is a healthy diet
for beautiful hair and skin?
A good diet as well as a
relaxed mind is the way to
have beautiful hair and skin.
I enjoy eating healthy and at
the right time. Besides a
healthy diet, exercise is also
important. I do Pilates to
keep myself active.

What key fetish do you have
about your hair?
I love their thickness and
length. Unfortunately,
they are exposed to a lot
of styling and blow-drying,
therefore, I use deep repair
hair pack, a good serum
and a conditioner.

Which hairstyle do you prefer
the most – curls, straight,
short or anything else?
I love my thick long hair
so I prefer keeping
them straight and
blow-dried for a neat,
sophisticated look.

Subhash Singh, make-up artist for Katrina Kaif, shares his journey.
Getting started
It has been 24 years in
the business and I’m
still enjoying it. I started
assisting Pandhari dada
and after two years,
branched out on my own.

Katrina Kaif with Subhash Singh

Your take on Katrina’s beauty
She is not experimental

when it comes to makeup. Katrina likes it naturallooking whether on or off
screen. As she is blessed
with good skin, so I just
give a gloss or lip balm to
her lips, a thin smudged
eyeliner, and contour her
cheeks in dark, brown or

pink shades. Katrina is an
amazing person to work with,
having worked with her for
more than seven years now.
Vanity box
Products from Giorgio
Armani, NARS, MAC
and Chanel.
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